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Campaign for an English Parliament
Aims, Principles and Policies.
We campaign for an English Parliament, meaning a parliament
for the people of England, for whom England is their chosen or inherited home and who are legally entitled to
vote.

Editorial: David Aaronovitch claims that an English
outlook has become decisive
in the UK government. In my
view a very questionable assertion. Having got English
votes it then totally ignores
our constitutional issues such
as the West Lothian question. The only answer to
fears of a hegemony of a party that relies entirely
on English votes is to divorce most MPs of English
constituencies from the wider UK parliament.
Only then will it become acceptable to have a UK
PM that is from other territories of the UK. This
simple equation seems lost on most MPs.
Still, with the examples given by the Archbishop of
York such as the BBC it is difficult to know
whether he understands the difference between
British and English when referring to British institutions and as an island nation and its colonial
past.
There is a lot of talk about the Union dividend for
Scotland but what is the Union dividend that England is supposed to enjoy? Certainly the English
audience, at the BBC’s Question Time, seemed
not to have noticed it. Sadly, where else can English voices be heard?
Planning is in a mess in England. The UK government insists on concreting over England to the
detriment of our landscape and living conditions.
Why has Highways England’s name been changed
to National Highways? Is it to obscure the fact
that it is responsible only to England or maybe,
whisper it, the UK government has accepted that
England has national status just like other countries? I don’t think so.

Please sign up on the website via the dialogue box
shown below and increase our follower numbers.

We campaign for an English Parliament with powers at least
as great as those of Scotland’s, i.e. a Parliament and Executive (Government) that can make Acts (primary legislation) on the same domestic issues (e.g. health, welfare &
education) that are devolved to the Scottish Parliament.

Follow the CEP via Email

The CEP works with academics, business groups, trades unions, think tanks and the media to create the conditions
whereby UK MPs see that there is no alternative to the
re-establishment of the English Parliament.

Join other followers

Enter your email address to follow this blog and receive
notifications of new posts by email.

The CEP is a pressure group. It is not a political party. It does
not contest elections.
The CEP is not and will not be affiliated to or formally linked
with any political party
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Campaigning for England:
England is stuck and the Union will pay for it
David Aaronovitch: Wednesday June 30 2021, 5.00pm, The Times
What, after all, is England now, other than sports teams and Shakespeare? In all
parts of the Union, save one, there is a big debate going on about the future. In England it isn’t happening at all.
Unless we start planning a radical new constitutional settlement the United Kingdom looks certain to splinter. We recently reported Michael Gove’s repeal of a provision under which laws affecting only England were voted on only by English MPs.
Apparently he believes that Evel (English votes for English laws) acts against the idea
of the United Kingdom as being properly United. But there has been no discussion in England about it. Because, after all, who would discuss it?
The former Labour cabinet minister John Denham has taken his plough and cut another lonely furrow in
his attempt to grow a debate about England. This time it was the House of Lords constitution committee.
Denham is not alone in identifying a distinctive quality he calls “political Englishness”. Those English voters
who define themselves as primarily English (as opposed to British) have a particular outlook. That outlook
has, for various reasons, become decisive in the government of the UK, despite that government claiming
to speak for the Union of all the nations.
Decisive it may be, but it has no formal representation in governance, or any forum for proper national
debate. In a country (the UK) where devolution has transformed aspects of sovereignty, the government of
England is in effect conflated with the government of the Union. Yet they are manifestly not the same thing.
This, argues Denham, has three negative effects. It means the Union government and governing party, sustained by English votes, has no great political self-interest in the non-English nations. So that relationship
deteriorates. Second, English voters nevertheless resent what they see as special privileges given to the
devolved administrations. And third, it means England is badly governed, with, in Denham’s words, “no
mechanisms that provide for direct accountability to English MPs for English policy, or to assess the condition and future of England as a whole”.
For a long time I’ve been aware of Denham’s argument and resisted it. This was partly because “political
Englishness” was secondary to Britishness as a political identity among large (and probably growing) sections of the English population. And it was partly because any unitary political representation for England,
being so much bigger than the other constituent parts of the UK, would make the UK parliament in effect
redundant or simply duplicate it. Finally I rejected the idea of political Englishness. Until Brexit.
So I think I’ve changed my mind. What we have now, however many union jacks and pictures of Her Majesty’s cabinet ministers (holding England-only portfolios) put in their offices, is breaking the kingdom apart.
Ultimately a mutual respect between equal parts of an essentially federal United Kingdom might require an
English parliament, an English first minister, with ministers accountable to English MPs. Denham also suggests looking at replacing the House of Lords with a Union senate that brings the nations and regions together. He advocates moving incrementally: establishing a cabinet committee for England led by a secretary
of state, adopting Evel-plus and putting relationships between the Union nations on a statutory footing.
Then we could move on.
“None of the risks that you can foresee are greater,” Denham said to me, “than the risks that we’re running at the moment.” So perhaps that urgency can lead to a genuine debate in England. And we might look
forward to when this nation has its own parliament and even its own national anthem.
~~~~
Times letters: England’s place within the United Kingdom
Friday July 02 2021, 12.01am, The Times
Sir, England is by far the largest constituent part of the UK yet, as David Aaronovitch notes, it is still routinely ignored in discussions about the future of the Union. On the one hand, most of the liberal left continue to find demotic Englishness so unsettling that, when not avoiding the issue altogether, they would
rather divide England into regions, a top-down solution dressed in the guise of local accountability that
finds little support among the English public. On the other hand, despite having successfully mobilised Englishness to win the 2015 general election, the Conservative Party now seems equally determined never to
speak the name of England. Rather, it would drown Englishness in a gauche parody of Anglo-British nationalism whose crudeness serves to occlude a gentler tradition of patriotism that might contribute more
helpfully to the present debate.
Professor Richard Wyn Jones and Professor Ailsa Henderson
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Authors of Englishness: the Political Force Transforming Britain

~~~~

English are crying out to be heard, says archbishop
Charles Moloney, Saturday August 07 2021, 12.01am, The Times
The Archbishop of York, the Most Rev Stephen Cottrell, writing amid a renewed focus on Scottish independence, said many English people felt “left behind” and were making a “heartfelt cry to be heard”. He
called for people to embrace “an expansive vision of what it means to be English” and to try to rediscover
a sense of national unity.
Writing for The Daily Telegraph, Cottrell said: “Many English people feel left behind by metropolitan elites in
London and the southeast, and by devolved governments and strengthened regional identities in Scotland
and Wales. Their heartfelt cry to be heard is often disregarded, wilfully misunderstood or patronised as
being backwardly xenophobic.
“But what if this is about the loss of identity? English people want to know what has happened to their
country. These questions of identity and purpose have never really been addressed.”
The de facto head of the Church of England while the Archbishop of Canterbury is on sabbatical called for
greater devolution to the English and the creation of “a more developed and strengthened regional government within England”.
Cottrell suggested that English sports teams should sing their own anthem before matches instead of God
Save The Queen.
He said that national unity was “more fractured than I have ever known it in my lifetime”. “Without
strengthening regional identity, we will carry on defining ourselves against things — Europe, London, Westminster — leading to a negative political discourse and a hopeless future,” he added. “When our English
and regional identities are strengthened, we take a proper pride and responsibility in our own selfdetermination, as part of something larger than ourselves.”
The archbishop said people should focus on institutions that bound them together such as the monarchy
and the church. He also singled out the NHS and the BBC World Service.
“These two words seem to me to be the best ones to define the Englishness I long for: the courageous,
entrepreneurial spirit of a trading, island nation; and the compassion of a nation slowly facing up to some of
the failings of its colonial past; a pioneer of common suffrage and healthcare for all; the birthplace of the
World Service. It is time to be proud to be English”, he said.
~~~~
SNP ‘likely to lose’ independence referendum court battle, says former government official
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2021/08/18/snp-likely-lose-independence-referendum-court-battle-says-former/
BySimon Johnson, SCOTTISH POLITICAL EDITOR18 August 2021 • 5:38pm
Professor Ciaran Martin, who was constitution director at the Cabinet Office between 2011 and 2014, said
he thought the UK Government would win a legal challenge to any separation vote Ms Sturgeon attempts
to stage unilaterally.
Even if the SNP pulled off a “surprise win” in the Supreme Court, he said Unionists could boycott the vote
or the UK Government could change the law to prevent a referendum taking place without its authority.
Ms Sturgeon published a draft Referendum Bill shortly before May’s Holyrood election, in which the SNP
fell one seat short of winning a majority.
Dorothy Bain, the new Lord Advocate, would have to rule the Referendum Bill was within Holyrood’s powers for it to be tabled.
Constitutional matters are reserved to Westminster but Ms Sturgeon could
argue the referendum was merely a means of gauging public opinion rather
than breaking up the UK.
After the Bill was passed, the Advocate General for Scotland, Boris Johnson’s most senior advisor on Scots law, would have four weeks to challenge
its competence in the UK Supreme Court.
But Prof Martin said he did not think the Scottish Government would win
any such court case.
He said: “Holyrood will begin to legislate for a referendum anyway, probably
at some point next year, and it will likely end up in court. I think, but I’m not
a lawyer - nor can anyone predict court cases with confidence - but I think
the Scottish Government will lose.
“Ultimately, I think that even if they pull off a surprise win, Westminster
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could change the law, they could refuse to recognise the result or unionists could
boycott the vote.”
He said the “smooth path to independence” sought by Ms Sturgeon “depends
entirely on Westminster’s acquiescence” and he could not predict “how a stalemate plays out”.
~~~~
Country will face 'enormous black hole' in public finances if Nicola
Sturgeon succeeds in securing independence
By Simon Johnson, SCOTTISH POLITICAL EDITOR18 August 2021 • 11:28am
Statistics published by Nicola Sturgeon's Government show that Scotland's notional deficit rose to 22.4 per cent of GDP in 2020/21, far higher than the UK's
14.2 per cent figure
Scotland's "dividend" from being part of the UK surged to more than £2,200 per
Fry1989 (
person last year thanks to a record rise in spending to support the country
through the pandemic, according to figures published by Nicola Sturgeon's government.
This meant the deficit surged to the equivalent of 22.4 per cent of gross domestic product when a geographical share of North Sea oil and gas was included.
It was the largest total since the Second World War and much higher than the UK figure of 14.2 per cent.
It was also around double anywhere else in Europe and more than seven times the three per cent limit
required for EU membership.
Murdo Fraser, the Scottish Tories' shadow Covid recovery secretary, said the figures demonstrated "the
enormous black hole facing the SNP if they got their wish to split up Scotland from our neighbours".
"These new figures demonstrate the strength and security that we gain as part of the United Kingdom," he
said. "In times of crisis, when a pandemic hits, Scottish jobs and public services are safer because we act
together. The UK Government has delivered a war chest to fight Covid, back our NHS, and support Scotland's economic recovery."
Tracy Black, CBI Scotland director said: "It's clear that Covid-19 has served to exacerbate many of the
weaknesses found in the Scottish economy pre-pandemic." Scotland had by far Europe's highest deficit before Covid struck.
Ms Sturgeon said every country has to manage a deficit and the huge scale of the economic gap in Scotland's finances was not an obstacle to independence. Kate Forbes, the finance secretary, said the pandemic
had "strengthened" the SNP's case.
But neither spelled out what tax increases and spending cuts they would implement. Although Ms Forbes
insisted a separate Scotland could have funded the same support levels during the pandemic through borrowing, the Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) said it was "unclear" whether this would have been possible
without the Bank of England's financial muscle.
David Phillips, an associate director at the economic think tank, tweeted: "The spike in UK borrowing is
temporary, with tax rises & spending cuts announced; Scotland's deficit is structural and long-term."
The Gers report said spending in Scotland rose last year from £82 billion to £99.2 billion – "the largest
recorded increase in public expenditure".
"The Scottish Government spent around £9 billion in 2020-21 in response to the coronavirus pandemic,
and Scotland received at least £8.3 billion in reserved spending in response to the pandemic," it said.
At the same time Scotland's onshore tax revenues fell by £3 billion – the largest drop ever recorded.VAT,
business rates and fuel duty revenues all decreased sharply during lockdown, while North Sea revenues fell
by a further £294 million.
This meant Scotland's deficit surged by 13.6 points – more than the 11.6 point rise recorded across the
UK as a whole – to 22.4 per cent. The next highest deficit in Europe was Spain, with 11 per cent.
~~~~
Union dividend has increased to more than £2,200 for every Scot
Kieran Andrews, Scottish Political Editor Greig Cameron, Scottish Business Editor, August 19 2021 The
Times
People in Scotland benefit from a “Union dividend” worth £2,210 each, Scottish government figures show.
Scotland’s public spending deficit has more than doubled to £36.9 billion, according to figures published
yesterday, which showed the impact of coronavirus.
The annual Government Expenditure and Revenue Scotland (Gers) report estimated that in the year to
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March 2021, Scotland raised £382 less in tax per person than the UK
average while public spending per capita in Scotland was £1,828 higher.
This gave a “Union dividend” of £2,210, up from £2,044 in the previous
12 months.
According to a separate analysis by the Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS),
the economic think tank, Scotland’s fiscal deficit per person is substantially lower than that of Wales at just under £4,300 and Northern Ireland
at just under £5,000. The north of England’s deficit is just over £2,700
while the south of England is estimated to have had a fiscal surplus of
just over £2,000.
Kate Forbes, the Scottish government’s finance secretary, claimed the
figures showed Holyrood needed more powers over borrowing and that the pandemic had strengthened
the case for independence.
The UK had been able to handle a hugely increased deficit because it had full control over policies to grow
the economy and manage its finances “in a prudent and a sustainable manner”, Forbes said. “That is what
countries around the world are doing. So, yes, there is a strengthened argument for us to grow our economy, and my position is that I can only go so far without the full levers at our control.”
The report found Scotland’s net fiscal balance, the difference between public revenue and spending, was a
deficit equivalent to 23.8 per cent of gross domestic product. The equivalent for the UK as a whole was
14.2 per cent.
Jackie Baillie, Scottish Labour’s deputy leader, said: “No credible politician can look at these figures and believe Scotland would be anything but weaker outside the Union.”
David Phillips, an associate director at the IFS, said the figures meant some combination of tax rises or
spending cuts would be needed unless stronger economic performance could be quickly delivered and sustained. “Only in the unlikely event of a massive rebound in oil revenues or a rapid and large improvement
in economic performance — boosting tax revenues — could such measures be avoided,” he said.
The Scottish Conservatives said the figures showed “the strength and security” of being part of the UK.
~~~~
The live audience at BBC Any Questions erupted in clapping and loud cheers following a
question grilling the SNP's leadership.
https://www.express.co.uk/news/politics/1479953/BBC-Any-Questions-scotland-deficit-taxpayer-england-nicolasturgeon-snp-latest-news-vn
By OLI SMITH, PUBLISHED: 11:51, Sat, Aug 21, 2021
One audience member, named Alastair McRonald, said: "The news this week was that Scotland's budget
deficit was, in percentage terms, significantly higher than the rest of the UK. Why should English taxpayers
continue to subsidise unaffordable state generosity in Scotland, that they do not receive in England?"
The panel discussion took place in Haddenham Village Hall, in Buckinghamshire.
This prompted huge applause from the crowd, as the SNP MP Tommy Sheppard tried to respond.
He said: "That is not being paid for by the English taxpayer, it is being paid for by the massive UK debt
which the current Government is running up."
Public spending per person in Scotland was £18,144 - £1,828 higher than the UK average.
Mr Sheppard said the complaint was "an argument for independence" as Scotland wants to "run the country for themselves, run things much better and the country would be much better as a result".
The editor of The Spectator Fraser Nelson responded: "The spending per head in Scotland is something
like £1,800 higher than it is in England.
Diane Abbott defended the tax burden, saying it was "what being Great Britain is all about".
She also suggested that Scotland should be able to hold a referendum, and such a vote should not be
blocked by Westminster.
~~~~
THE SNP's constant attacks on Westminster are stoking anti-English hatred in Scotland, a
former SNP deputy leader has claimed.
https://www.express.co.uk/news/politics/1480280/snp-news-jim-sillars-book-nicola-sturgeon-scottish-independencelatest?
By RICHARD PERCIVAL, PUBLISHED: 15:00, Sun, Aug 22,
Jim Sillars, a former Labour MP,who served as an SNP MP in the 1990s claimed the party had a
"manufactured grudge and grievance" agenda against Westminster that fuels anti-Englishness and antago-
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nises unionist voters. He added: “I don't think we should exaggerate the undertone of anti-Englishness
that exists in Scotland, but it is there and the grudge and grievance tactic of the SNP leadership does play
to it and keeps it alive.”
Ms Sturgeon has constantly accused the UK Government of “undermining devolution” while SNP Westminster leader Ian Blackford has constantly claimed that Scotland is “increasingly vulnerable under Westminster control”.
He made clear “no one” in London “sits in ministerial offices” thinking of how to “shaft Scotland.”
The SNP grandee stressed if SNP chiefs wanted to achieve their goal of separation, then the party would
not need to judge Scottish unionists as "traitors".
The Scottish First Minister has repeatedly used the majority of Scots who voted to stay in the EU as proof
Scotland has been dragged out of the bloc against its will.
Mr Sillars claimed that "rejecting the result because they didn't like it, the nationalists invite the same conduct by unionists in any future ballot on independence".

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Current English Affairs: Planning, Health and Welfare, Roads and Transport
Backbench Tory rebels ready to fight over planning ‘free-for-all’
George Grylls, Tuesday August 03 2021, 9.25am, The Times
Ministers believe that the overhaul is necessary for hitting their target of 300,000 new homes a year.
Tory backbenchers have warned Boris Johnson that proposals to scale down his controversial planning
reforms will not be enough to avert a big rebellion.
Nearly 100 of them are set to oppose it in the autumn. Labour has already said that it will vote against
what it calls a “developers’ charter”, raising the prospect of a government defeat.
Under the reforms residents will no longer be able to object to individual planning applications. Councils
will divide land into “growth sites”, where homes will be automatically approved, and “protection sites”,
where developers will face more obstacles. A “renewal site” category is being considered for brownfield
land in urban areas.
Ministers are considering dropping mandatory housebuilding targets as part of an effort to see off a Tory
rebellion The Times understands. Developers could also be hit with a “use it or lose it” tax to penalise land
banking.
A spokesman for the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government said: “These reforms will
ensure there is more engagement and local democracy, not less. The plan-making process will be simpler,
faster and more accessible — with plans produced in 30 months, not seven years.
“Our revised national planning policy framework will also ensure that communities are more meaningfully
engaged in how new development happens, that councils are given greater confidence in turning down
schemes which do not meet locally set standards.”
~~~~
NHS could face influx of 10m ‘missing patients’
Andrew Gregory, Health Editor Sunday August 08 2021, 12.01am, The
Sunday Times
Five million people are waiting to start treatment in England but that
number could treble
The NHS waiting list could treble to 15 million as “missing patients”
come forward for treatment they couldn’t have during the pandemic,
a report warns today.
More than five million people are already waiting to start treatment
in England, the highest number since records began in 2007.
But the number joining the list could outstrip that if the millions who
did not get the care they needed over the last 16 months contact the NHS, says the Institute for Fiscal
Studies (IFS) report.
~~~~
Detectives widen inquiry into Shrewsbury and Telford Hospital baby deaths
Neil Johnston, Midlands Correspondent: Friday August 13 2021, 12.01am, The Times
Police have expanded their inquiry into the country’s worst maternity scandal as more investigators are
brought in to look into dozens of baby deaths. At least 42 babies died or were harmed in the care of ma-
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ternity services at the Shrewsbury and Telford Hospital NHS Trust (SaTH)
West Mercia police are investigating maternity services at (SaTH) in Shropshire where a separate NHS
inquiry found repeated failures and a “lack of compassion and kindness” from hospital staff.
Operation Lincoln was launched in June last year to look at whether there was a criminal case to answer
after babies and mothers either died or suffered harm while in the care of the hospitals.
The police investigation was launched after an inquiry by a midwife, Donna Ockenden, into SaTH identified
nearly 2,000 cases of poor care to be examined.
The Ockenden review was initially commissioned to look into 23 cases where babies had died or been
harmed while in the care of maternity services at the trust.
The first stage of the review last year focused on the experiences of 250 families and recommended
changes to maternity care across the country. The second part is expected to be published later this year.
The police inquiry’s scope has also repeatedly expanded and now includes 1,862 cases, most of which happened between 2000 and 2019.
The cases were uncovered after a campaign by two families whose children died shortly after birth in 2009
and 2016.
~~~~
Majority feel unsafe on smart motorways
Cameron Charters: Monday August 30 2021, 12.01am, The Times
Smart motorways were introduced to reduce congestion
The government was under pressure to introduce additional lay-bys
on smart motorways last night after research showed that the vast
majority of drivers felt unsafe on them.
A study found that only 24 per cent felt confident travelling on motorways without hard shoulders. The proportion dropped to less
than 10 per cent among older drivers.
Lawyers called for more emergency lay-bys to be installed amid warnings that the existing spacing – up to
1.5 miles – increased the chance of broken-down cars being stranded in live lanes.
Four coroners have warned about the risk of motorists and passengers being killed because of a decision
to remove the permanent hard shoulder.
It emerged yesterday that crucial safety technology failed three times in four days in April. The software
allows staff to close lanes using a red X on overhead gantries, warning motorists about broken-down vehicles or accidents ahead.
The Sunday Telegraph reported that three crippling “outages”, including one lasting seven hours, meant staff
could not change lane closure or speed limit signs. A whistleblower told the newspaper: “Control room
staff are petrified because it feels like the whole system is a ticking time bomb.”
Smart motorways were introduced to reduce congestion on England’s busiest roads. The hard shoulder is
permanently converted into an extra vehicle lane, boosting capacity by a third, with emergency lay-bys up
to 1.5 miles apart. Lanes are closed by red X signs on gantries and differential speed limits are used to
keep traffic flowing. They now cover about 400 miles of the network, including most of the M25, M1 and
M6.
The Major Trauma Group, a coalition of lawyers and medical experts representing the victims of serious
crashes, surveyed 1,000 adults about the system. They found that 78 per cent of people wanted the return
of the hard shoulder or more frequent refuge areas.
A recent government report said that National Highways, the new name for Highways England, would consider retrofitting lay-bys on stretches where they are more than a mile apart. The AA has called for them
to be introduced at least every half a mile. A review will be completed by April of next year.
Yesterday, National Highways said England’s motorways were “among the safest roads in the world”. In reference to the Telegraph story, a spokesman said that “well-rehearsed” contingency plans were successfully
implemented “to ensure the safety of all road users”.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Governing England: Education, Health and Social Care, Education
Commons Select Committees
The Education Committee will question England’s exams regulator Ofqual in the wake of this year’s Alevels, GCSEs, vocational and technical qualifications.
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Purpose of the session: The cross-party group of MPs will question the panellists on what lessons have
been learnt from the 2020/21 academic year. Following the publication of results, concerns have focused on
grade inflation in academic exams, as 44.3% of A-level grades awarded to 18-year-olds in England were A or
A*, up from 25.5% in 2019 before the pandemic struck.
There is also concern regarding growing inequality between private and state education, and the lack of
support for children with special educational needs or disabilities (SEND) or from disadvantaged backgrounds.
~~~~
Health and Social Care Committee’s Expert Panel : evaluation of the Government’s commitments in the area of mental health services in England: Non-inquiry session
4 August 2021: The Health and Social Care Committee has commissioned its Expert Panel to evaluate the
Government’s progress against its pledges to improve mental health services in England. This follows the
Expert Panel’s first evaluation in which it rated the Government’s overall progress in achieving key commitments in maternity services as ‘inadequate’.
The Health and Social Care Committee published the Expert Panel’s first evaluation on 6 July 2021 which
rated the Government’s overall progress in achieving four key commitments on maternity services as
‘inadequate’. The Panel will now evaluate the Government’s progress on mental health pledges. The specific
Government commitments that the Expert Panel will evaluate will be announced in due course.
Background: The Health & Social Care Committee has established and commissioned a politically impartial panel of experts to conduct an evaluation – independently of the Committee – of the Government’s
commitments in different areas of healthcare policy. The Expert Panel will produce a report after each
evaluation which will be sent to the Committee to review. The final report will include a CQC-style rating
of the progress the Government has made against achieving its own commitments. The Expert Panel’s second evaluation will be of the progress the Government has made against its own commitments in the area
of mental health services in England.
~~~~
UK Statutory Instruments
The Designation of Schools Having a Religious Character (England) Order 2021 No. 969
The Designation of Schools Having a Religious Character (Independent Schools) (England) Order 2021 No.
968
The Education (Student Fees, Awards and Support) (Amendment) (No. 2) Regulations 2021 No. 929
PART 1
Citation, commencement and extent
1.—(1) These Regulations may be cited as the Education (Student Fees, Awards and Support)
(Amendment) (No. 2) Regulations 2021 and come into force on 1st September 2021.
(2) These Regulations extend to England and Wales but apply in England only.
The Safety of Sports Grounds (Designation) (Amendment) (England) Order 2021 No. 912
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

England's hero: Robert Blake; “Father of the navy”
General at Sea Robert Blake (27 September 1598 – 17 August 1657) was an important naval commander of the Commonwealth of England and one of the most famous
English admirals of the 17th century. His successes have been considered to have
"never been excelled, not even by Nelson" according to one biographer. Blake is recognised as the chief founder of England's naval supremacy, a dominance subsequently
inherited by the Royal Navy into the early 20th century.
The Blake family had a seat for several generations at (and were Lords of the Manor
of) Tuxwell, in the parish of Bishops Lydeard, near Bridgwater, Somerset. Robert Blake
was the first son of thirteen children. After his departure from university in 1625, it is
believed that Blake was engaged in trade. Having returned to Bridgwater, probably because of the death of his mother in 1638, he decided to stand for election
to Parliament.
Blake’s career started as a politician in 1640 when he was elected as the Member
of Parliament for Bridgwater., but when the English Civil War broke he lost his seat
and joined Cromwell’s New Model Army as a captain. Here he distinguished himself in
a number of battles and was eventually promoted to colonel.

Robert Blake, General at
Sea, 1598–1657 by Henry
Perronet Briggs, painted
1829
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Blake was appointed general at sea in 1649, and was largely responsible for building the largest navy the
country had then ever known, from a few tens of ships to well over a hundred, and he was first to keep a
fleet at sea over the winter. Blake also produced the navy's first ever set of rules and regulations and instituted the first naval courts-martial in the English navy.
Blake developed new techniques to conduct blockades and landings; which were major overhauls of naval
tactics and were the foundation of English naval tactics in the Age of Sail. Blake's Fighting Instructions, issued
by the generals at sea on 29 March 1653, are the first known instructions to be written in any language to
adopt the use of the single line ahead battle formation. Blake was also the first to repeatedly successfully
attack despite fire from shore forts.
At sea he defeated the Portuguese who supported the Royalist cause and the Dutch in the second Dutch
war. He was also successful in the war against the Spanish.
In early 1655, an English fleet under Robert Blake blockaded nine warships in Porto Farina's harbor in order to pressure the dey Mustafa Laz to free Englishmen held as slaves and to provide compensation for
English ships recently seized by local pirates. The dey offered to provide a new treaty going forward but
refused emancipation or compensation for people and ships already taken. On April 14, 1655, Blake finally
attacked. Dividing his fleet to attack the warships and the 20-gun fort simultaneously, he had his men storm
and burn the warships in turn before declaring victory and leaving the harbor. Because his sustained assault
was able to silence the town's defenses entirely, the engagement is celebrated as the first successful naval
attack on shore-based fortifications without losing one ship.
The Bey still refused his demands, but Blake's attack helped the Venetians in their battle against the Muslim
states two months later at the action of 21 June 1655.
He specifically went out of his way in North Africa to address the problem of Barbary raids on England far
beyond the brief he was given.
https://www.westoverward.co.uk/blake-statue-must-stay-say-historians/
After the statue of Bristol Slave Trader Edward Colston was thrown in the docks by Black Lives Matters
protestors a ‘topple list’ was drawn up including, surprisingly, Bridgwater’s own Admiral Robert Blake. Historians from across the political spectrum are agreed that Blake’s career is a source of pride for Bridgewater, and that his only involvement in slavery was in freeing them. Chris Sidaway says “Robert Blake was not
a slaver but a Christian gentleman who had a black man-servant (which was common at the time). He had 3 servants (not slaves) two white and one black. In his Will, the white servants (James Knowles and Nicholas Bartlett)
received £10 each whilst his black servant Domingo received £50.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

England's history: Battle of Stamford Bridge
Paul Simons Friday September 25 2020, 12.01am, The Times
Perhaps the most momentous year in English history was 1066, but
apart from the well-known Norman Conquest there was another
invasion of England, and that one was decisively crushed.
King Harold had succeeded to the throne following the death of Edward the Confessor in 1066, but there were rival claimants to the
crown including William, the Duke of Normandy, and the Norse king,
Harald Hardrada.
For several weeks over August and September, Harold had expected the Normans to invade and had
troops stationed along the south coast in readiness. However, persistent northerly winds kept the Norman
fleet trapped on the French coast, unable to cross the English Channel. Instead, the northerly wind was
ideal for Hardrada to launch his invasion from Norway and in September some 300 of his Viking longboats
carrying several thousand troops landed at Scarborough and sacked the town before sailing up the River
Ouse and seizing York.
When news of the invasion reached Harold he raced north from London, gathering reinforcements on the
way. It was a hot day on September 25 when Harold reached the Viking encampment at Stamford Bridge a
few miles from York. Hardrada’s troops were relaxing in the autumn sunshine without their armour, unaware of the threat. The Saxons overwhelmed the sentries on the bridge and charged. In savage fighting
Hardrada was killed by an arrow and his army so utterly routed that only some 20 longboats returned
home with the few survivors from the battle.
A southerly wind now blew in the English Channel, allowing William to launch his invasion fleet from Normandy. Harold raced back from Yorkshire and on October 14 the two sides met at the Battle of Hastings.
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Harold was killed and the Saxon force routed. Perhaps if the northerly wind had lasted longer Harold
might have had enough time to reach the south coast and repel the Normans before they could establish a
beach-head.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

English culture: Abbots Bromley Horn Dance
The Abbots Bromley Horn Dance is an English folk dance believed to have been
performed annually since 1226. The dance takes place each year in Abbots Bromley, a village in Staffordshire. The modern version of the dance involves reindeer antlers, a hobby horse, Maid Marian, and a Fool.
There are no written references to the horn dance prior to Robert
Plot's Natural History of Staffordshire, written in 1686. However, there is a record
of the hobby horse being used in Abbots Bromley as early as 1532, and it is possible that the horn dance component of the custom was also present at that time but not commented
upon by the writer.
The six sets of "horns" were formerly kept in the tower of St Nicholas Church. Since 1981, the horns are
legally the property of Abbots Bromley Parish Council. In 1976, a small splinter was radiocarbon dated to
around 1065.
According to some, the use of antlers suggests an Anglo-Saxon origin along with other native Anglo-Saxon
traditions that have survived into modern times in various forms.
The Horn Dance attracts a large number of visitors to the village. As well as the dance itself, Wakes Monday, the day following Wakes Sunday, which is the first Sunday after 4 September, sees a fair on the village
green; Morris dancing; and numerous other attractions. The right to hold this fair was granted to the village
in 1221.
The dance starts at 08:00 with a service of blessing in St Nicholas Church. The dance begins on the village
green, then passes out of the village – but not out of the parish – to Blithfield Hall, owned by the Bagot
family.
The dancers return to the village in the early afternoon, and make their way around the pubs and houses.
Finally, at about 20:00, the horns are returned to the church, and the day is concluded with a service
of Compline.
The dance itself is simple, since the antlers themselves have some weight to them and are large and bulky.
There are 12 dancers. Six carry the horns and they are accompanied by a musician playing an accordion (a
violin in former times), Maid Marian (a man in a dress), the Hobby-horse, the Fool (or Jester), a youngster
with a bow and arrow, and another youngster with a triangle. From the 16th until the end of the 19th century the dancers were all members of the Bentley family. The dance passed to the related Fowell family in
the early 20th century; this has continued to this day.
Cecil Sharp in 1911, described the circular dance as being done with the participants in a single line; however, it is currently performed with the dancers in a double column. In his preface to the sheet music
(dated 1912) he says that he had received a version from a Mr. J. Buckley, who had noted down the music
in 1857 or 1858 from "the fiddling of William (or Henry) Robinson, a wheelwright of Abbots Bromley,
who was famous at the time as the only man who could play the Horn Dance air."
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

English produce: wine
The Romans introduced winemaking to England, and even tried to grow grapes as far
north as Lincolnshire. Winemaking continued at least down to the time of the Normans,
with over 40 vineyards in England mentioned in the Domesday Book, although much of
what was being produced was for making communion wine for the Eucharist.
When Henry VIII was crowned in 1509, 139 vineyards were recorded, 11 of which produced wine for the royal household.
In the 1660s Lady Batten, wife of Sir William Batten, Surveyor of the Navy, had a vineyard at their estate at Walthamstow; Samuel Pepys thought the wine (which was red)
"very good".
Just as English wine began to recover from the epidemics of phylloxera and powdery mildew in the mid-19th century, brought back by the explorers of New America, commer-
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cial English wine was dealt a heavy blow. In 1860 the government, under Lord Palmerston (Liberal), supported free trade and drastically cut the tax on imported wines from 1 shilling to twopence, a decrease of
83%. English wine was therefore outcompeted by superior foreign products that could be sold at a lower
cost to the customer.
Most wine now produced is English sparkling wine, from vineyards across Southern England. Vineyards are
becoming more commonplace in counties such as Essex, Sussex and Kent, where more varieties of wine
can be produced due to the drier and warmer climate. The limestone soils (technically chalk) of Sussex,
Kent and other portions of southern England are suitable for growing the grapes used to produce sparkling wine, and particularly on south-facing slopes, the climate, at least in recent years, is warm enough. At
the last official count, the Wine Standards Board reported that there were just over
450 vineyards producing wine throughout England. The largest of these is Chapel Down in Kent, as of mid
-2018 when they became the largest winery and vineyard in England. The most northerly commercially
producing vineyard is in Leeds, Yorkshire.
Jane MacQuitty: Friday August 13 2021, 12.00pm, The Times
There’s a real buzz about England’s still wines this summer, with bosky whites, fruity rosés and vibrant reds
clamouring for attention. Sales are up almost a third on last year overall. One reason is a run of better vintages delivering quality and quantity for a change. In bumper English vintages, instead of grapes being siphoned off for fizz, there are sufficient ripe ones left over to make decent still wines.
Even Francophiles, despite grumbles about our prices, admit that English wines have entered a new, professional era, with more mature vineyards and trained winemakers in the right places with the right equipment. Pinot noir is our finest red with pale, slender, burgundy-aping wines that have thrilling cranberry fruit
and smoky oak. But most vignerons recognise that aromatic elderflower and flowering currant-scented
bacchus is our signature grape — England’s sauvignon blanc. Chapel Down’s Chardonnay is also a real tour
de force now, with structure and acidity, fleshed out with arresting, elegant fruit. East Kent is still a hotspot
too — Gusbourne’s English rosé is increasingly worth a punt.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Recipe: English 75 Cocktail
Will Stanley
https://recipes.sainsburys.co.uk/recipes/english
Swap the Champagne for English sparkling wine for an equally delicious cocktail.
SERVES 1
Ingredients:
50ml Blackfriars gin
20ml elderflower liqueur
15ml lemon juice
100ml English sparkling wine
Method: Mix the gin, elderflower liqueur and lemon juice in a cocktail shaker, shake well over ice, and
strain into a flute.
Top with the sparkling wine, and garnish with a twist of lemon.
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